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INTRODUCTION  
Mutation has been recognized as one of the driving forces of evolution during 20th century. It provides 
tools for studying the nature and functioning of genes. At the same time, it creates variation in the parent 
material by which new cultures can be produced6,15,10. Effectiveness of mutation breeding programme 
depends on the effectiveness and efficacy of mutagenic treatments1,2. Hence, the present investigation in 
coriander (Coriandrum sativum L) was undertaken with physical (gamma rays) and  chemical mutagen 
(Ethyl Methane Sulphonate i.e. EMS) at different concentrations to assess their effectiveness and efficacy 
in inducing mutation. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 
Genetically pure and uniform size seeds of coriander variety Swathi were treated in different 
concentrations of gamma rays, EMS (for four hours) and combination of EMS with 5Kr gamma rays 
under normal room temperature. Prior to treatment of chemical mutagens, the seeds were presoaked in 
distilled water for ten hours.  
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ABSTRACT 
Mutagenesis is an important tool to create variability in crops where the hybridization is difficult. 
However, the usefulness of any mutagenic agent depends on its ability to induce high frequency of 
desirable changes as compared to undesirable ones. Hence, often it is necessary to assess the 
effectiveness and efficacy of mutagens for efficient and effective use. In coriander, creating 
variability through hybridization was difficult due to small flower size and compound umbel. Studies 
on induced mutagenesis in coriander involving EMS and gamma rays are scanty. Mutagenic 
effectiveness and efficiency of gamma rays and ethyl methane sulphonate (EMS) were estimated in 
the genotype of coriander variety Swathi. The studies revealed that gamma rays were found to be 
more   effective in inducing mutations than ethyl methane sulphonate (EMS). However, with regard 
to mutagenic efficiency EMS was more efficient than gamma rays. There was a progressive increase 
in mutation frequency of chlorophyll mutations with the increase in gamma rays and EMS doses. 
Synergistic effects were observed for increasing mutation frequency in M2   generation in 
combination treatments of gamma rays with EMS. Both mutagenic effectiveness and efficiency were 
found to be higher at higher doses of both the mutagens. However, trend was not observed in case of 
efficiency measured based on injury. The possible reason for increase in mutagenic efficiency and 
effectiveness with increase in dose may be due to lower dose of mutagens used in the present 
investigation and less damaging effect of lower doses of chemicals on the genetic material. 
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Different doses of gamma rays used in the present study were 5, 10 and 15Kr and that of EMS were 0.2, 
0.3 and 0.4 % respectively along with concentrations of 5Kr gamma rays with 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 % EMS. 
Treated seeds of one set were sown in the laboratory to study germination and other seedling parameters 
and the other set were sown in the field to rise M1 generation. Seeds of the M1 plants were harvested 
individually to rise M2 generation. Observations on germination, shoot length, and root length were 
recorded on 10th day of sowing in laboratory experiment and data were expressed in percentage of control 
to determine injury due to mutagenic treatment. In M2 generation observations on chlorophyll and 
morphological mutations were recorded from 15th day (of sowing) onwards and frequencies of 
chlorophyll and morphological mutations for different treatments were estimated. Mutagenic 
effectiveness (= M/t.c, where M = percentage of M2 plants segregating for chlorophyll mutations; t = 
period of treatment with chemical mutagens in hours and c = concentration of chemicalmutagen in 
percentage) and efficacy (= M/I, where M = percentage of M2 plants segregating for chlorophyll 
mutations and I = percentage of injury or reduction in height of seedlings) were calculated for both 
chemical mutagens using the formulae suggested by Konzak et al.,6. 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Effect of mutagens on seedling traits: 
Data on effect of mutagens on seed germination, root length and shoot length were presented in Table 1. 
Germination was reduced in all the treatments of the mutagens with increase in dose of mutagens. More 
reduction was observed at higher doses indicating dose dependency reduction due to mutagenic treatment. 
Among the mutagens, gamma rays appeared to be more effective in reducing germination both under field 
and lab than EMS and combination treatments. However maximum reduction was observed under field 
conditions than lab indicating the sensitivity of the mutagens to environmental conditions. Maximum 
reduction in germination percentage was observed with 15Kr gamma rays (61%) followed by 10Kr (61%) 
gamma rays. With regard to germination under field conditions also similar trend was observed (48.33 
and 50.5 at 15 and 10Kr respectively). Similar results of reduction in germination with mutagens were 
reported in coriander14, in fenugreek19, 20, in cumin5 and in fennel9.  
The seedling parameters viz., root length and shoot length revealed more or less similar trend. Reduction 
on shoot and root length was invariably observed in all mutagenic treatments. The reduction was more 
conspicuous at higher doses and vice-versa indicating again dose dependency reduction in these 
parameters. However 0.3% EMS treatment recorded mild stimulatory effect on shoot length and.5 Kr + 
0.3% EMS treatment recorded mild stimulatory effect on root length. Combination treatments brought 
about more reduction in these parameters as compared to EMS and gamma rays. Maximum reduction in 
root length was observed at 5Kr+ 0.2%EMS (4.36cm) followed by 15Kr (4.48cm). Similarly maximum 
reduction in shoot length was observed at 5Kr+0.4% EMS (3.47 cm) followed by 5Kr+0.3% EMS 
(4.20cm). The present result relating to dose dependency reduction and effectiveness of gamma rays in 
bringing about more reduction was in conformity with the earlier findings Wang and Yu17, Solanki and 
Sharma11, Solanki and Sharma12, Kumar and Selvaraj7 and Solanki and Phogat13.  

Effect of mutagens on mutagenic effectiveness and efficacy: 
The mutation frequency ranged from 0.84 % to 1.3 % in different mutagenic treatments as against none in 
the control. Highest frequency (1.3 %) was observed in 5Kr+ 0.4%EMS followed by 15Kr (1.07). Among 
mutagens, higher frequencies were observed in combination treatments than EMS and gamma rays 
treatments. The effectiveness of mutagenic treatments varied depending on the dose  and type of mutagen 
(Table2). It was higher in case of EMS treatments as compared to gamma rays and combination 
treatments. Girija and Dhanavel4, Dhanvel et al., 3 and Wani18 also reported that EMS was more effective 
mutagen than gamma rays and combination treatments in inducing mutation. 
In general, the effectiveness of mutagenic treatments decreased with increase in dose in gamma rays, 
where as effectiveness increased with increase in dose of chemical and combination treatments. The 
effectiveness was highest (60.75) in 0.4%EMS and least in 15Kr gamma rays (7.11 %).  
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The mutagenic efficiency (due to lethality and sterility) also exhibited similar variation depending on dose 
of mutagenic treatments and type of mutagens used. However, contrary to the earlier trend, efficacy due 
to injury (17.3) was higher in case of combination treatments. The mutagenic efficacy due to injury 
decreased with increase in dose of the gamma rays and such trend was not observed with other mutagens. 
Among the mutagenic treatments, the highest efficacy due to lethality (4.09) was observed in EMS,, the 
highest efficacy due to injury (17.37) was observed in gamma rays + EMS, the highest efficacy due to 
sterility (4.63) was observed in gamma rays. Higher mutagenic effectiveness and efficiency was observed 
in Lathyrus sativus by Waghmare and Mehra16, and Kumar et al.,8 in limabean. 

 
Table 1.  Mutagenic effect on M1 seedling traits in coriander variety Swathi 

Mutagenic 
concentration 

Germination 
percentage in 

lab 

% of 
Control 

Germination 
percentage in 

field 

% of 
Control 

Root 
length 

% reduction 
in root 
length 

Shoot 
length 

% reduction 
in shoot 
length 

5 Kr Gamma 

Rays 
67.67 78.68 56.00 74.30 5.35 81.01 6.10 95.06 

10 Kr Gamma 

Rays 
62.00 72.09 50.50 67.00 4.73 71.67 5.23 81.56 

15 Kr Gamma 

Rays 
61.00 70.93 48.33 64.12 4.48 67.83 4.53 70.65 

0.2 % EMS 72.00 83.72 64.93 86.15 5.43 82.32 5.03 78.44 

0.3 % EMS 67.67 78.68 55.98 74.28 4.77 72.22 5.57 86.75 

0.4 % EMS 66.00 76.74 51.50 68.33 4.60 69.70 5.00 77.92 

5 Kr Gamma 

Rays 

+ 0.2 % EMS 

77.67 90.31 58.01 76.96 4.36 66.01 5.30 82.60 

5 Kr Gamma 

Rays 

+ 0.3 % EMS 

74.23 86.32 56.07 74.39 6.24 94.60 4.20 65.45 

5 Kr Gamma 

Rays 

+ 0.4 % EMS 

73.00 84.88 51.97 68.95 5.25 79.49 3.47 54.03 

Control 86.00 100.00 75.37 100.00 6.60 100.00 6.42 100.00 

CD 4.35  3.15  0.18  0.28  

CV 7.56  10.39  3.99  6.95  
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Table 2: Effectiveness and efficacy of mutagenic treatments in Coriander variety Swathi 

    Where,                      
                         M   = Mutation Frequency on M2 plant basis. 
 T    = Period of treatment with chemical mutagens in hours. 
 C   = Concentration of the chemical mutagens in percentage. 
 Kr = Kilorad (Dose of physical mutagen in kilorad). 
 L   = Percentage of lethality or survival reduction of seedlings. 
 I   = Percentage of injury or reduction in seedling height. 
 S = Percentage of pollen sterility in M1 plants.  
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